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Some conceptual issues concernig general invariant theories, with special emphasys on
general relativity, are analized. The common assertion that observables must be required
to be gauge invariant is examined in the light of the role played by a system of observers.
Some features of the reduction of the gauge group are discussed, including the fact that in
the process of a partial gauge xing the reduction at the level of the gauge group and the
reduction at the level of the variational principle do not commute. Distinctions between the
mathematical and the physical concept of gauge symmetry are discussed and illustrated with
examples. The limit from general relativity to special relativity is considered as an example
of a gauge group reduction that is allowed in some specic physical circumstances. Whether
and when the Poincare goup must be considered as a residual gauge group or not comes out
as a result of our analysis, that applies, in particular, to asymptotically flat spaces.
1 Introduction
Poincare invariance and general -reparametrization, or dieomorphism- invariance are usually
considered very separate conceptual elds. Thus, whereas the former, which is a rigid symmetry,
is given physical signicance (for instance, that the values of the conserved quantities associated
with the Poincare symmetry correspond (classically) to observables), the latter, which is a
gauge symmetry, is considered unphysical. Gauge invariance is a symmetry of the equations
of motion that depends upon arbitrary functions and their derivatives, so a given set of initial
data can lead to dierent future evolutions that will be related by gauge transformations. A
deterministic interpretation of the physical time evolution of the system then requires these gauge
related trajectories to be physically equivalent. This is the case for dieomorphism invariance
in general invariant theories.
We always consider the gauge group as acting on the space of eld congurations {including
particle-like world lines if necessary. In the particular case of a general invariant theory, and in
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absence of other {internal{ gauge symmetries, the gauge group is induced by the dieomorphism
group originally acting on the spacetime manifold. Dierent metrics and elds in general can
undergo dierent dieomorphisms [1, 2] under a single element of the gauge group. For instance,
the innitesimal transformations dened by the canonical generators of the gauge group in
Einstein-Yang-Mills theories have a compulsory dependence on the lapse and shift functions and
the time component of the gauge vector eld [3, 4]. The gauge group in a general invariant
theory is thus a dieomorphism-induced gauge group.
Other cases of gauge invariance are associated with internal groups of symmetry, as in Yang-
Mills type theories. Instead of the ordinary conserved quantities associated {through Noether
theorem{ with rigid symmetries, gauge invariance leads to constraints that restrict the physical
phase space. For theories exhibiting this internal gauge invariance, such as electromagnetism
within the framework of Special Relativity (SR), the physical interpretation requires the observ-
ables to be gauge invariant -at least on shell-. Accordingly, in a general invariant theory, it seems
natural that the observables be required to be invariant under dieomorphisms. In contrast, no
one will ask the observables in a Poincare invariant theory to be Poincare invariant, that is, to
commute with the generators of the Poincare algebra. There is thus a sharp contrast between
ther concept of observables in a general invariant theory and in SR.
General invariance is a basic principle for any physical theory because of the universality of
gravitation, that couples directly to matter and energy. Wherever there is \something", there
will be gravity. Then, once we have gravitation, the principle of equivalence, which we sustain,
will lead us to general invariance, or invariance under dieomorphisms. General Relativity (GR)
is a classical example of a general invariant theory. It is common to general invariant theories
to admit formulation in any set of coordinates, their physical contents being independent of
the choice of the coordinates used to describe the system. Then, how can we ever use the SR
framework, if gravity is never switched o? the answer is: as an approximation. In classical
physics, the concept of a Poincare invariant fundamental physical theory, with formulation in
Minkowski space, is acceptable as long as the gravitational interaction is not relevant for the
phenomena the theory is intended to describe. Otherwise the theory should be formulated in a
general invariant way. To say it in another way, the reason why a given classical fundamental
theory is not general invariant but only Poincare invariant is because such a theory is only an
approximation to a physical situation where it is reasonable to ignore gravity. This means that
there should be a procedure, applicable at least in some denite physical situations, to decouple
gravity (that is, to ignore it) and to go from a general invariant theory to a Poincare invariant
one. This is the meaning for GR to be a relativistic theory [5].
Let us see how this smooth transition from general invariance to Poincare invariance can
be performed. Consider that we start with a theory of GR with matter. There are physical
situations where it is possible and even highly convenient to neglect the gavitational interaction
when compared to other, much stronger, interactions. In such cases we say that the spacetime
is non dynamical and, moreover, we make the approximation that it is flat. What remains
then of the gauge invariance associated to the freedom of reparametrization? At this point
nothing seems to have changed because general invariance is still present, but the dynamics
has undergone substantial changes for, being the gravitational eld non dynamical, there are no
longer equations of motion associated with the metric of spacetime. In particular, the constraints
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corresponding to the momenta canonically conjugate to the lapse and shift functions disappear
because lapse and shift, as components of the metric, are no longer dynamical variables. They
are just background. Dieomorphism invariance is still in place in the sense that we are free to
reparametrize, but there are no constraints associated with this invariance because the metric
is not dynamical. At this point it may prove convenient to make a partial gauge xing and
to decide to work only with systems of coordinates such that the metric takes the Minkowsky
form. Notice the crucial fact that this gauge xing is partial because some gauge transformations
survive it: what is left from the dieomorphism group afer this gauge xing is just the Poincare
group. Thus, the transition from a general invariant theory to a Poincare invariant one satises
an obvious consistency check, that of the reduction of the gauge group.
According to this interpretation, the Poincare group is a leftover, that is, a residual gauge
group that appears, in a general invariant theory, as a byproduct of a) ignoring gravity (this
must be sustained on physical grounds), and b) selecting the Minkowsky form for the flat metric.
However, this construction of a smooth limit from GR to SR meets with some conceptual
hurdles. For instance, a source of diculties lies in the formulation of our theories by way of
variational principles; in this case, the limit from GR to SR contains two dierent processes
that do not commute: the process of reducing the gauge group, and the process of reducing the
dynamics or, more properly, the process of reducing the variational principle. This issue will be
claried in section 3.
Another diculty is raised by the very concept of observables. If an observable in GR
is required to be dieomorphism invariant, our limiting procedure to SR will convert it in a
Poincare {the residual gauge group{ invariant object, which is a concept very far away from
the standard concept of observable in SR. So it seems as if there is a discontinuity in a limiting
procedure to SR from GR to SR, at least concerning the concept of observables. Is there any
way out?
Yes it is, because we have been talking so far of observables without any regard to the
observers. Now it is time to consider them, as the piece that mediates between the observables
and their physical interpretation. Let us have a look rst to SR. In SR one denes preferred
systems of observers: those sitting in the inertial reference frames. Observers in SR are labeled
(space coordinates) in a way that, together with their syncronized clocks, enjoys a direct physical
intepretation in terms of lengths and lapses of time. Once an inertial reference frame is selected,
we ll it, as an idealization, of observers sitting each at any value of the space coordinates, with
clocks that are syncronized. Cartesian coordinates give a direct reading, through the Euclidean
metric, of physical lengths. Then, events are described by the system of observers, within a
given reference frame, so events and observers together dene the description of the physics of
our theory in Minkowski space.
In contrast, observers in GR have in general a very dierent status, for it is not possible in
general to attach direct physical signicance to the coordinates we are working with. Our aim
is to look for a concept of observers in GR, that will correspond to a reference frame, that could
eventually be consistent with the usual concept of observers in SR when the limiting procedure
from GR to SR is taken. We take on board the following considerations from [7]:"When speaking
about reference frames, we implicitly assumed that the reference bodies on which they are built
are test bodies, i.e. they consist of test particles which do not perturb the geometry ot spacetime,
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and which do not influence each other or the physical processes, i.e. they play an exclusive
kinematical role. At the same time they are material points because their world lines must be
time-like, otherwise they would not be able to simulate instruments and observers or behave
according to the principle of causality. Thus the same phenomena can be viewed from dierent
reference frames simultaneously (if the reference frames had not been built on test bodies, the
phenomena observed in them would have been dierent because of the perturbations involved). A
reference frame is therefore an idealized model necessary to describe the measurement process."
Let us examine, in the framework of GR, the basics of dening physical length and physical
time, consistent with a system of observers, and keeping an eye to an eventual limiting procedure
to SR (these considerations will be expanded with all technical details in the next section). Our
observers must of course be idealized: they must be able to gather information from their
surroundings but without aecting neither each other nor the spacetime manifold. Proper time
is always possible to be dened for every observer following a time-like world line. Since we are
free to choose coordinates, it is natural to make this choice in agreement with what we know
of the observers in SR, so we choose coordinates such that observers will be co-moving, that is,
they will sit at xed values of the three-space coordinates. The distance from an observer to an
innitesimally close neighbour observer can be dened but it can not be extended, in general,
to nite distances. Syncronization of one observer with the co-moving neighbours will only be
possible if the shift functions vanish. One can always make these shift functions to vanish by way
of a gauge transformation, that is, by a change of coordinates (also called reparametrization),
but this change of coordinates will in general be incompatible with the co-moving condition for
a given observer.
We have reached a rst result: the observers that are co-moving with a system of coordinates
such that the shift functions (components of the metric) vanish can dene a syncronization
compatible with the transitive property (that is, if observer A is syncronized with B, and B with
C, that C is syncronized with A). But transitivity of the syncronization is not enough to have
a good syncronization of observers, for syncronization must be preserved under time evolution.
This leads to a further requirement, namely that the lapse function must only depend on the
new time coordinate. It is worth to notice that this preservation of syncronization is equivalent
to the assertion that the observers move along geodesics of the metric.
Now consider a spacetime manifold with a Lorentzian metric such that, in a given system
of coordinates, the shift functions vanish and the lapse function depends only of the time co-
ordinate. With such coordinates and such form for the metric, the privileged observers dened
above allow for the emergence of a physical concept (always associated with this system of ob-
servers) of equal time surfaces: those surfaces dened by a given value of the time coordinate.
We understand that this concept is \physical" not because it is dieomorphism invariant, which
is not, but because it is associated with a given system of observers, in the same way as we
consider physical concepts in SR (for instance: events that happen simultaneously in a given
reference system).
Thus far we have introduced a system of observers in GR (in many cases this concept will
not be not physically realizable) that is well suited for our limiting procedure to SR. When
the eects of gravity can be ignored in the spacetime region of our interest, our observers will
become those of SR and, in addition, their coordinates will be given a standard direct physical
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interpretation.
As long as a system of observers of this type can be set in a given general invariant theory,
events will be referred to this system of observers, and observables, essentially related to events,
will obviously be referred to that system of observers. In this sense, standing with a given
system of observers is equivalent to performing a partial gauge xing (tecnical details in the next
section). Now the observables need not be gauge invariant (that is, dieomorphism invariant)
in full generality but only gauge invariant under the transformations that leave invariant the
system of observers. This is the key point to dissolve the conceptual diculties we faced with
the limit GR! SR. Notice also that this limit does not need to be performed in a full spacetime
but it can be circumscribed to a given region of it: the spacetime region where the experiences
we try to describe within our theoretical framework are going to take place.
Deep considerations on the concept of observability in GR can be found in [6]. The \non-
local" and the \local" points of view analyzed in that paper are essentially based upon the
non-existence or existence of observers associated with a given reference system. In this sense
we think that our approach keeps a close ressemblance to [6] in that some eventual contradictions
in the literature are solved by clarifying the role of observers. We believe that there is a strong
compatibility between the ideas raised in that paper and those presented here. Our scope,
though, is dierent, for we try to meet the conditions to produce a smooth transition from a
general invariant theory to a Poncare invariant theory.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we technicaly substantiate the dis-
cussion introduced below. In section 3 we make some distinctions beteween the physical and
the mathematical concept of gauge transformations, and a subsection is devoted to a specic
example featuring some of these ideas. Further applications of these ideas to asimptotically flat
spacetimes are given in section 4. Finally section 5 is devoted to conclusions.
2 Preferred systems of observers in GR
We know what a family of observers is in Special Relativity. Given a cartesian reference system,
we can place observers sitting each in a xed value of the three-space coordinates, and with a
clock to measure the proper time. There is a method, using light rays for instance, to syncronize
the clocks of dierent observers. In addition, the three-coordinates themselves can be given
direct physical interpretation in terms of distances. An event happens at a given place and at
a given time (as read by the observer sitting in that place). Then we can dene simultaneity,
space distances, spacetime distances, time intervals, and so on.
In GR things are dierent but we can try to make an approach to the concept of observers
that is so clear in SR. In GR, or in any general invariant theory, once we take coordinates, thus
giving an implicit 3+1 decomposition, we can think of observers such that their world lines have
a xed value for the space 3-coordinates (comoving coordinates). Then, by use of light rays one
can dene a syncronization between one observer and another innitesimally close. The vector
elds that connect syncronized innitesimally close neighbour observers are
Xi := ∂i − g0i
g00
∂0,
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and they span the directions orthogonal to the tangent vector eld for the world lines.
There are two properties to be satised by a good syncronization, and we will try to meet
both: rst, the syncronization must be consistent with that of the neighbours’ (transitive prop-
erty for innitesimally close observers); and second, syncronization must be kept in time (to be
a physical syncronization).
Transitivity of the syncronization. The rst property is equivalent to saying that the vector
elds Xi form a distribution, that is, they locally dene a three-surface. Due to the particular
form of Xi, this property amounts to commutativity:
[Xi, Xj ] = 0. (1)
A weaker sense of consistency can also be dened for a two-parametric family of observers.
For instance, the property
[X1, X2] = 0, (2)
already guarantees the existence of two-surfaces such that observers sitting in those surfaces (a
two-parametric family of observers) can be consistently (transitive property) syncronized.
Preservation of the syncronization. Now enters the second property for a good syncroniza-
tion: preservation in time. Neighbour observers sitting in xi and xi + i will preserve their
syncronization (initially produced with the help of the vector eld iXi)) along the time evolu-
tion if and only i
[iXi, X0] = 0, (3)
where X0 is the vector eld generating the evolution in proper time:
X0 :=
1p−g00 ∂0.
The interpretation of (3) is obvious: displacement to the neighbour observer and evolution
in proper time commute. If the preservation in time of the syncronization is required for the
full set of observers, already satisfying (1), then the condition is:
[Xi, X0] = 0. (4)
Equations (1) and (4) describe the full compatibility of a set of commoving observers with a
syncronization that is preserved in time.
Geodesic condition. Up to now we have said nothing regarding the motion of our observers
in spacetime. In this respect, it is remarkable that equations (4) are exactly the conditions for
our observers to follow a geodesic of the metric. Let us prove it. The geodesic condition for a
world line described by comoving coordinates, xi(τ) = xi, x0(τ) = f(τ), with f arbitrary with

















h(τ) relates the evolution parameter τ with the proper time s: dτ = h(τ)ds.
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g00,0 − 2g0i,0 = 0,
which is just the contents of (4). We conclude that our privileged observers move along geodesics
(they are inertial observers, moving in free fall)1. Of course we need these observers to be ideal
in the sense that they are supposed not to be aected by the other interactions present in
spacetime but they are able to gather information from events that can be originated by these
interactions.
Equation (1) implies that we can make a change of coordinates
(xi, x0)) (x′i, x′0)
such that Xi becomes ∂′i in the new coordinate system . This means that x′i = xi (the observers
still sit in the same values of the 3-coordinates) and that the function x′0(xi, x0) is a solution of
the equation
Xi(x′0) = 0. (6)
The metric tensor is rewritten, under this change of coordinates, as
g′0j = 0, g
′
ij = gij −
gi0g0j
g00





The interpretation of (7) is clear. According to the rst equation, the lapse functions vanish
in the new coordinate system. As regards the second equation, we must recall that gij − gi0g0jg00 is
the Landau metric [8] that denes the spatial distance between innitesimally close observers in
comoving coordinates; since in the new coordinates these observers are syncronized, their spatial
distances are directly determined by the new 3-metric g′ij . The last equation is a consistency
requirement for the invariance of proper times as computed in the old or in the new system of
coordinates.
In the new system of coordinates, the condition (4) for the preservation of the syncronization
has a new interpetation: g′00, when expressed in the new coordinates, must be a function of x′0
exclusively. Then the proper time between x′0A and x
′0
B is independent of the observer, that is,
1This result is general for any three-parametric congruence of timelike world lines: a given world line is a
geodesic if and only if it keeps the syncronization with its neighbours, that is, if and only if the syncronization
vector fields commute with the proper time evolution vector field.
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it will not depend on the 3-coordinates, which means that syncronization will be preserved in




is equivalent to (4)
We have so far the following results: given a spacetime with a set of 3 + 1 coordinates, a
system of observers comoving with these coordinates may be consistently syncronized i (1)
and (4) hold (these results are local). This distinguishes a set of preferred coordinates in GR:
those coordinates that admit this property of consistent syncronization. These are the kind of
comoving coordinates to which our observers will be attached. A reparametrization that aects







and now, with a simple reparametrization of the time coordinate we can get g00 = 1, which means
that we are using the proper time of the syncronized observers as the new time coordinate.
It must be recognized that a system of observers in free fall is not always physically realizable.
It is common in cosmology, when the observers are realized as sitting in the galaxies with no
peculiar motions, but if we study the motion of a mass around a Schwarzchild solution of Einstein
equations, this is not the kind of observers we will use. But in this last example gravity can not
be neglected, while we are interested in cases where a smooth transition from GR to SR can be
taken (that is, when switching o the gravitational interaction is physically acceptable).
Coordinates such that the metric satises
g00 = 1, g0j = 0 (8)
are known as Gaussian coordinates [9] [10]. Gaussian coordinates are associated therefore to
inertial (that is, moving along geodesics) comoving observers, that are syncronized to each other
and such that their clocks give the time coordinate (proper time) for an event. These families of
observers associated to Gaussian coordinates (or coordinates that can be put in Gaussian form
by a change of the type (xi, x0) ! (x′i = xi, x′0 = x′0(xi, x0)) are therefore privileged families
of observers. This is as close as we can get in GR to the usual reference frames of SR.
A suitable gauge transformation can always set the coordinates in a local patch to be Gaus-
sian. As a constrained system in the Dirac sense, GR has some arbitrariness in the dynamical
evolution {reflecting the invariance under dieomorphsims. If our initial conditions are such
that g00 = 1 and g0j = 0, (remember that the time derivatives of g00 and g0j are arbitrary
functions of the dynamics), then it is always possible to choose the dynamics (in phase space
or in tangent space) {that is, to partialy x the gauge{ such that the conditions g00 = 1 and
g0j = 0 will be preserved in time.
Innitesimal coordinate transformations xµ ! xµ − µ that keep g00 = 1 and g0j = 0 must
satisfy (the comma denotes partial dierentiation):
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Notice that ~,0 = 0 $ r0 = 0, where ~ = (0,1 , 0,2 , 0,3) and r0 = (∂10, ∂20, ∂30). So
when, in addition to (9) r0 = 0, the transformation amounts to a relabeling of the spatial
coordinates for the observers and a translation of the zero of time: the system of observer
remains the same. Instead, when r0 6= 0, the change of spatial coordinates involves the time
and therefore the system of observers changes (these are the \boosts" in GR). In order to do
physics it is legitimate to stay with a given system of observers and to make a choice of the
zero of time for their syncronized clocks. Therefore physics does not require our observables
to be invariant under general dieomorphisms, but under dieomorphisms that are compatible
with the system of observers we are working with. A distance as given by the 3-metric is an
observable (because it is invariant under the arbitrary 3-space dieomorphisms described by (9)
when restricted to r0 = 0). This distance may change in time if gij has a time dependence,
but this only means that such distance, which is always referred to our system of observers, is
not time invariant, but it is still a physical distance.
To sumarize, there are physical cases where it is possible to consider systems of observers
in GR consistent with syncronization and to give them a physical signicance, as a system of
detectors that gather information from the surroundings but otherwise do not aect and are not
aected by their environment. In such a case, events are referred to this system of observers.
The relational concept of observables is maintanied if we take into account this fact, which means
that observables are not taken as an abstract concept, but referred to a system of observers.
Obviously, the method here devised to place observers in a spacetime manifold is not unique,
other systems of observers will be commented upon at the end of the section. Also, we keep in
mind that the observers are ideal.
This discussion shows that the usual claim that, in general invariant theories, only gauge
invariant quantities, that is, dieomorphisms invariant quantities, are acceptable as observables,
is too restrictive. Dieomorphisms invariance must be required if we lack of a system of observers
of the type we have been building up, but not when it is possible to set up a system of comoving
observers consistent with syncronization. Then we only need to ask the observables to be
invariant under transformations that do not change the family of observers. Let us elaborate a
little more in this idea.
First. In a spacetime region where observers are introduced as above (in comoving coordi-
nates, syncronized), events are referred, as we have said, to this system of observers. Observers
register what happens in their immediate surroundings, each gathering pieces of information
that will be put together in a later time to give the entire physical picture of what the theory
was intended to describe. Let all this information of events be called E|O , the sub-index O
referring to the system of observers as a whole. Now remember that we work in coordinates
such that the metric satises the Gaussian conditions (8). As a consequence, if we want to
stick with systems of observers of the type described here, we can only accept gauge transfor-
mations -dieomorpisms- that preserve the Gaussian conditions; all other dieomorphisms are
excluded. Thus, setting up systems of observers that satisfy the Gaussian condition is equivalent
to performing a partial gauge xing.
Next. Under gauge transformation consistent with the Gaussian condition, events of the
set E|O will become E
′
|O′ , that is, the same events will be described as if a new system of
observers -comoving with the new coordinates- was in charge to get them registered. Now a
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second partial gauge xing can take place: we decide to sit in a unique system of observers,
thus forbidding the gauge transformations that break this condition. In addition, a new gauge
xing can be performed by deciding the zero of the time coordinate. We nd that, eventually,
the only remaining {residual{ gauge transformations are those that map O ! O′ = O (that
is, r0 = 0 in our analysis above). Once observers, with syncronized clocks, have set the zero
of their time scale, observables will be nally associated to functions f(E|O) invariant under
3-dieomorphisms.
Summing up, we have cut the original set of gauge transformations in several steps. In the
rst step, only gauge transformations preserving the gaussian condition are allowed. In the
second, the gauge group is further restricted to the transformations that preserve the system of
observers (3-dieomorphisms and proper time translations), and nally, by deciding the zero of
the time coordinate, we are left with the 3-dieomorphisms as the residual gauge freedom. The
transformations that change the system of observers are intepreted as a change of description,
from one system of observers to another. These transformations have some analogy with the
boosts in SR.
Now consider that, in a given region of spacetime, a smooth transition to SR can be taken. In
SR there are no physical obstacles for our former \free fall" observers to be physically realizable.
Now consider Cartesian coordinates; they have, unlike the standard situation in GR, direct
physical meaning: they mean distances according to the eucidean metric δij . More than that:
we can even decide the origin (the zero) of the 3-coordinates, and the three space directions, and
we can agree to make descriptions of physical events within this xed framework. The result is
that a simple position at a given time, or the third component of an angular momentum, etc.,
become observables. That is, in constrast with our general analysis in GR, now the labeling
of the observables (their positions in, say, cartesian coordinates) has physical contents. Thus
observability increases a great deal when the limit is taken from GR to SR (by neglecting gravity
when it is physically acceptable) because Cartesian coordinates in the latter are endowed with
a direct physical signicance that the former can not accomodate in general. If in our previous
discussion within GR we found that the relational concept of observables had room in GR for
systems of observers that will refer the physical events in a 3-space dieomorphism invariant way,
now in SR the system of observers, directly associated with a given cartesian coordinate frame,
carries direct physical observable content, thus enlarging enormously the concept of observability.
This explains why the concepts of observability look so dierent when considered within one
framework (GR) or the other (SR).
Let us nally make two important remarks.
First, our observers, though ideal, must have a sizeable weight of reality. We can conceive
them as test bodies [7] spanning a grid of sensors that, in an acceptable approximation for
the phenomena they are set to describe, collect information from the media without producing
or receiving any other (signicant) perturbation in or from it 2. Observers, thus, must be
physical. They must be part of the -classical- physical system but with an ideal behauvoir -a
non-interference condition- with respect to the rest of it. In this case, the relational concept of
observables in GR can take advantage of this structure added to the physical framework, that
2These idealized conditions are close to those introduced in section 3 of [6] for the material reference systems.
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is, the system of observers (or we can call it the reference frame), and become a less restrictive
concept suited to perform the limit GR ! SR. When no observers of this type can be devised,
we must return to the complete relational interpretation of observables in GR: objects are only
localized with respect to other objects, and not with respect to background space [11].
Second. In many physical applications of GR the system of observers is not of the type
discussed here. For instance, in terrestrial laboratory experiments of the gravitational redshift
the observers are static: they sit in 3-space coordinates such that the metric (approximated by
the spherically symmetric Schwarzchild solution) is time independent (but g00 depends on the
radial coordinate). In this case, using our analysis of section 2, only observers sitting at the same
radial coordinate can be consistently syncronized (that is: satisfying both conditions of restricted
transitivity and preservation in time). The impossibility of syncronization for observers sitting
in dierent radial coordinates is deeply related to the gravitational redshift. On the other hand,
in experiences of observation of the bending of light in a path from the stars passing close to
the Sun, observers are considered as placed in an asymptotic region and so they satisfy our
conditions. We conclude that there are several alternative ways to place observers in a region
of a spacetime manifold and they are not always suited for a limiting procedure to SR.
3 Mathematical versus physical gauge freedom
Consider theories derived from a variational principle. From the purely mathematical per-
spective, innitesimal symmetries whose parameters are arbitrary functions are gauge, whereas
innitesimal symmetries whose parameters are (innitesimal) constants are rigid. This is mathe-
matics. Gauge transformations will be associated with and generated by constraints in the Dirac
sense, whereas rigid symmetries will be associated with and generated by ordinary constats of
motion. From the point of view [12] of physical determinism, mathematical gauge symmetries
must correspond to transformations that do not change the physical state, the reason being that
gauge transformations can link dierent solutions of the equations of motion that satisfy the
same set of initial conditions and therefore these dierent solutions must be considered phyiscally
equivalent.
So far the mathematical and physical concepts of gauge and rigid symmetries are in a quite
trivial correspondence. But exceptions abound. The rst exception has been already commented
upon in the introduction: in the process of a partial gauge xing the reduction at the level of
the gauge group and the reduction at the level of the variational principle do not commute. Let
us clarify this important point by considering again the limiting procedure.
We start with a full-fledged general invariant theory described by a Lagrangian density
L(gµν , φa, gµν,σ , φa,σ, ...), and where φa represent the elds other than the metric (there can be
boundary terms for the action, in order to guarantee that the variational principle yields the
right equations of motion). L is supposed to be a scalar density. Gauge freedom for this theory
will contain the dieomorphism invariance and perhaps other invariances (for instance, in an
Einstein-Yang-Mills theory there will be the gauge invariance associated with the YM part).
Next, consider the limiting case where gravitational eects can be neglected and then produce
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a gauge xing that sets gµν = ηµν everywhere (or just in the region of spacetime we are interested
with). The Lagrangian density becomes Lr = L|(gµν=ηµν) . Now it is obvious that, while there
remains the residual gauge freedom associated with the dieomorphisms that keep invariant the
form of the metric ηµν (that is: the Poincare transformations), this residual gauge freedom can
no longer be retrieved from Lr as such gauge freedom in the mathematical sense, for the only
mathematical gauge freedom available in Lr, if any, comes from the other invariances that could
exist in the original Lagrangian besides dieomorphism invariance.
Therefore, when one is presented with a Lagrangian like Lr in the framework of SR, there
are two ways for its physical interpretation: either a) we conceive it as the -classical- ultimate
description of the physical system we are dealing with, and in such case the gauge freedom
will only be the one mathematically derived from Lr; or b) we consider that any fundamental
Lagrangian that neglects gravity is only an approximation to the correct theory; this correct
theory implementing general invariance (There are methods to re-introduce a dynamical metric
-or a tetrade- within Lr in order to make it general invariant). If we think a), then Poincare
group is not gauge. If we think b), Poincare group is the residual gauge group that is left
after the introduction of the gauge xing gµν = ηµν . As long as Poincare invariant theories are
conceived as approximations where the role of gravity has been deemed irrelevant, the correct
interpretation is b). As for the observables, the considerations made in section 2 apply here.
We refer the reader to [13] for an example where this reduction process is fully analized in
Bianchi-type cosmologies. In that case, a partial gauge xing leads to a reduced Lagrangian
whose mathematically associated gauge group is the group of time reparametrizations; instead,
from the point of view of reducing the gauge group, in addition to time reparametrizations there
remain, as part of the residual gauge group, some special space dieomorphisms -the homogeneity
preserving dieomorphisms [15]. Therefore, we are unable to retrieve the full residual gauge
group from the information provided by the reduced Lagrangian by itself. The gauge group
mathematically associated with the reduced Lagrangian is a subgroup of the complete residual
gauge group. The physical implications of this analysis are immediate, because the number of
physical degrees of freedom depends upon the interpretation we take. At this point, and before
the introduction of observers in the model, it is clear that the right interpretation of the gauge
group is that of b) above.
It is worth mentioning that the reduced Lagrangian has some other sources of incompleteness:
there are constraints that are lost in the process of reduction of the variational principle (see [14]
[13]), although the variables involved in these constraints are not eliminated in the reduction
process. The only remedy is to reintroduce from the outset the lost constraints as restrictions
on the initial conditions.
Another source of conflict between the mathematical and the physical concept of gauge
symmetry comes from boundary considerations. In the next subsection we examine a toy model
where the \mathematical" and the \physical" concepts of gauge symmetry do not coincide
becasue of this eect. This example is inspired in an earlier model discussed in [16].
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3.1 An example












K(x, t) _M (x, t)−N(x, t)M(x, t)
)
This model exhibits the gauge symmetry
δK = −(x, t)
δM = 0
δN = _(x, t), (10)




Although the model lacks physical intepretation, we will accept (10) as the \physical" gauge
freedom. In principle, regarding the boundary conditions for the application of the variational
principle, one could consider that the gauge transformations are restricted to satisfy (x, t1) =
(x, t2) = 0. But consider the piece of trajectory between t′1 and t′2, for t1 < t′1 < t′2 < t2. Now
(x, t′1) and (x, t′2) are free, and yet the transformed trajectory must be gauge equivalent to the
original trajectory. So we conclude that the variational principle by itself imposes no restrictions
to the boundary values of the arbitrary function (x, t).
Let us now introduce a boundary condition on the solutions of the equations of motion. We
choose, inspired in [16], ∫ x2
x1
dxN(x, t) = constant. (11)








Therefore our physical gauge freedom is now (10) supplemented with
∫ x2
x1
dx _(x, t) = 0. (12)
Let us now proceed to the canonical analysis of the model.
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dx (NM + λPK + µ(PM −K) + ηPN , (16)
with λ, µ, η arbitrary functions.
The constraints PK and PM−K are second class and can be eliminated with the introduction
of the Dirac bracket. K becomes the canonical conjugate to M , with the equal-time bracket
fM(x, t), K(y, t)g = δ(x− y).
The bracket fN(x, t), PN (y, t)g needs more work, because of the boundary condition (11). Ex-
pansion in Fourier modes for the space variable tells us that all the modes for N(x, t) are
conguration variables except for the zero mode, which is a constant according to (11). The
canonical conjugates of the non-zero modes dene the canonical conjugate variables. Therefore
the space Fourier expansion of PN (y, t) gives a similar picture: there is no zero mode and the
non-zero modes are variables. Should all the modes be variables, the completion formula would
give fN(x, t), PN (y, t)g = δ(x − y), but we must subtract to it the contribution of the zero
modes. We nd
fN(x, t), PN (y, t)g = δ(x − y)− 1
x2 − x1 ,




dxN(x, t), PN (y, t)g = fN(x, t),
∫ x2
x1
dy PN (y, t)g = 0
Let us look for the secondary constraints, Under our Dirac bracket, the Dirac Hamiltonian
is just HD =
∫ x2
x1
dx (NM + ηPN ). Stabilization of the constraint PN = 0 gives




dy M(y, t) =: −ξ(x, t)
This constraint ξ(x, t) = 0 is equivalent (see note) to the equation of motion M ′(x, t) = 0 (M ′
stands for the space derivative of M). This new constraint is rst class, and there are no more
constraints.
Let us construct the Noether gauge generator provided by the rst class constraints. Ac-
cording to the usual lore (for instance, J.Math. Phys. 30 (1989) 1345, formulas (4.1)...(4.4) in




dx ((x, t)ξ(x, t) + _(x, t)PN (x, t)) . (17)
From this generator and the Poison brackets determined before we nd the transformations
δK = fK, Gg = −(x, t)
δM = fM, Gg = 0
δN = fN, Gg = _(x, t), (18)
where we have dened
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Notice that  satises ∫ x2
x1
dy (y, t) = 0. (19)
This relation is more restrictive than (12). Indeed, the most general function (x, t) satisfying
(12) is
(x, t) = (x, t) + a, (20)
with (x, t) satisfying (19) and a an arbitrary constant






dx (x, t) )
.




dx (M + _PN ). (21)
(The restriction (19) makes G[] to vanish on-shell) The complete gauge generator of the sym-





dx (M + _PN ), (22)
with  satisfying (12). Using the decomposition (20) we nd
Gtrue[] = G[] +
∫ x2
x1
dx aM(x, t). (23)
The rst term in (23), G[], is made up with rst class constraints, because (17) and (21) are
equivalent; the second term,
∫ x2
x1
dx aM(x, t), is made up with the constant of motion M(x, t).
So we see that in this model the gauge symmetry (in the physical sense) is generated both by
constraints and by constants of motion.
Now we can proceed to a gauge xing. We x N(x, t) to be a given conguration N0(x, t)
satisfying (11). The reduced Lagrangian becomes
Lr = K _M −N0M.
The residual gauge freedom is generated by the second term in (23). It gives the transfor-
mations
δK = −a, δM = 0,
It is a (physical) gauge transformation generated by a constant of motion.
Notice, though, that there is no gauge freedom stemming directly from Lr becasue its two
canonical constraints are second class.
Note
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M ′(x, t) = 0 is a Lagrangian equation of motion because the variation of the lagrangian
with respect to the variable N(x, t) must take into account the boundary condition (11). The
Lagrangian is only varied with respect to the non-zero modes of N(x, t) and the associated
equation of motion imposes that the non-zero modes of M(x, t) vanish. This is the contents of
M ′(x, t) = 0.
4 Asymptotically flat spaces: Poincare group as gauge group
The study of asymptotically flat spaces in GR has led to a distinction between what is physically
gauge and what is not that has become commonplace [17]. Briefly, dieomorphisms that become
the identity at space innity are considered gauge, while dieomorpisms that \move the space
boundary" have a non gauge part that can be identied with Poincare group. Let us be more
explicit.
Asymptotically flat spaces correspond [17] to physical situations where the gravitating masses
and matter elds at nite times are eectivelly concentrated in a nite region of space.
Now we follow Faddeev approach [17]. In a topologically simple spacetime manifold whose
points can be uniquelly parametrized by four coordinates xµ, −1 < xµ < 1, a system of
coordinates admissible in order to dene an asymptotically flat space is such that, in the limit
r !1 (r2 = (x1)2 + (x2)2 + (x3)2) for nite time t = x0,
gµν = ηµν + O(
1
r
), ∂σgµν = O(
1
r2




A rst partial gauge xing is clearly under way: we will only accept changes of coordinates
that preserve (24). For an innitesimal change xµ ! x′µ = xµ − µ(x), this means that µ must
asymptotically behave as
µ = µνx













), α > 0. (25)
(µν is a Lorentz transformation) Under this partial gauge xing, our remaining dieomorphisms
group G is the one generated by the transformations satisfying (25). This group has a normal
subgroup G0 generated by the transformations that are the identity for r ! 1. The factor
group is just Poincare. It is then usual to take the normal subgroup as the physical gauge group
of the theory whereas the Poincare group, which is still a part of the remaining dieomorphisms
group, will be considered as non-gauge.
Intuitivelly, this procedure of singling out the Poincare group as non-gauge relies on the
consideration that the Poincare group in SR is never taken as a gauge group, and since in our
case, when r goes to1 our spacetime manifold becomes indistinguishable from Minkowski space,
this Poincare group that \moves the boundary" should not be taken as gauge. On the other
hand, the Hamiltonian density for this theory [18] [17] diers from the Hamiltonian constraint
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by a space divergence, so that the computation of the energy becomes an integration over a







g = det gµν , qij = g00gij − g0igj0.
Then, keeping the interpretation of our Poincare group as non-gauge, E is invariant under
the \gauge transformations" generated by G0. Instead, since a Lorentz transformation will
change the value of E, the energy would not be a gauge invariant concept should Poincare group
be taken as gauge.
Now our considerations on observers in GR and SR made in sections 1 and 2 enter the stage.
As long as a system of observers is not introduced, the true observables must be gauge invariant.
In such case the Poincare group is part of the gauge group. The concept of energy, therefore, is
no longer gauge invariant.
The rationale of this conclusion can be made even more clear with the simplest of the
examples. Consider in Minkowski spacetime a physical system consisting of a single particle.
If this is stricly the whole physical system, there is no room for observers, nor even in SR.
We can describe the particle motion in a given cartesian coordinate frame, but we can not
attach a physical sense -as a reference frame related to a system of observers- to that particular
description. We are bound to recognize that the energy, or the momentum, of the particle,
are no longer gauge invariant concepts, for there are no observers to which these concepts can
refer. Any Minkowski spacetime with a single particle (the same type of particle), whatever the
coordinate description we take for its motion, is always the same physical situation.
We conclude that the common assertion that dieomorphisms that change the space bound-
ary are not gauge transformations (that is, that they change the physics) is in many cases
unsustainable. Indeed, it can only make sense when observers are included in the physical
picture.
5 conclusions
We have discussed the role of observers in GR in view of the limiting procedure from GR to SR
when gravitational eects can be ignored. We dene a system of privileged observers in GR that
keep good properties of syncronization with their neighbours. These systems of observers dene
reference frames that in the limit from GR to SR will correspond to the standard concepts used in
SR. These privileged observers in GR move along geodesics and we have found a commutativity
property for vector elds that is equivalent to the geodesic condition. What we prove, for a
given congruence of time-like world lines, is that the commutation of the syncronization vector
elds with the proper time evolution vector eld is equivalent to the geodesic property.
We believe to have claried the role of observers in GR and, consequently, the requirements
that must be made upon the observables. We show that when the physical description is
stablished through a reference frame dened by a system of observers, the observables must
be invariant under the elements of the dieomorphysm that preserve the system of observers.
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This is not in contradiction with the relational concept of observables [6] because the readings of
the observables become referred to the system of observers. This system of observers is ideally
constituted by test bodies that gather information from their surroundings but do not aect
neither each other nor the spacetime manifold.
We also discuss several problems that suggest the relevance of distinguishing, in some sit-
uations, between a physical concept of gauge transformation and a mathematical one, because
they are not always coincident. Problems that raise this issue include reduction procedures,
where we show that the reduction at the level of the gauge group and the reduction at the level
of the variational principle do not necessarily commute; and others originated by the setting of
boundary conditions. In particular, we discuss the gauge group for asimptotically flat spaces,
and we conclude in this case that the Poincare transformations, that change the space bound-
aries, must be interpreted as gauge transformations unless we have placed a system of observers
on which our previous discussion applies.
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